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Stubai
Woodcarving
Made in AUSTRIA

#1StraightChisel (doublebevel)
556160 #1-60mm 2-1/4” $68
556170 #1-70mm 2-3/4” $70
556180 #1-80mm 3-1/4” $78

#3ShallowGouge
556360 #3-60mm 2-1/4” $75
556370 #3-70mm 2-3/4” $90
556380 #3-80mm 3-1/4” $98

#5MediumGouge
555360 #5-60mm 2-1/4” $75
555370 #5-70mm 2-3/4” $90
555380 #5-80mm 3-1/4” $98

#8DeepGouge
556860 #8-60mm 2-1/4” $75
556870 #8-70mm 2-3/4” $90
556880 #8-80mm 3-1/4” $98

Stubai Large
Fishtail Tools
9-10” Length. Polsihed finish,
sharper corners, reinforced handle.
For use with a mallet or two-
handed carving, perfect for relief,
sculpting, signs, statues, large and
small projects. Hand-crafted from
the finest steel, dual-heat treat-
ment, hrc 59-61, compacted core
that holds a superior edge. - Made
in AUSTRIA

Draw Knife-17”
Heavy-duty draw knife, 9” blade,
17” overall.(Austria)
� 336003 ................ $49.95

Wooden Mallet
Quality made beech wood 2pc mal-
let. Used for power and control.
� 511001 ......... 16oz ....... $29.95
� 511002 ......... 20oz ....... $32.95
� 511003 ......... 32oz ....... $36.95

Carverʼs Screw
Heavy-duty tapered
screw used to hold large
carving projects. Top-of-
the-line with true threads
and notch in handle for
turning.(Austria)
� 510301
7” ........... $89.95
� 510302
10” ......... $99.95

Knife Set-5pc
Requires honing prior to use. Five
of the most used carving knives: 8”
bench, 6” double edge, 5” chip, 5”
stab,5” detail chip.. (Austria)
� 512005 ................ $89.95

Stubai Detail Knives
Great for getting into tight areas. .
(Austria)
� 511821 .......Long .......... $21.95
� 511721 ......Short .......... $21.95

Knife Blades
Hand-forged steel, make your own
knives (“)=entire lengthofsteel.Austria
� 310401 ...............a. 5”............ $17.95
� 310404 ...............d. 4”............ $15.95
� 310402 ...............b. 3.5”..........$15.95
� 310403 ...............c. 3.25”....... $15.95
� 310405 ................e.3”............$15.95

Sculpting Adz
Awesome tool for removing lots of
material in a short amount of time.
Axe head on one side, medium
gouge on the other.(Austria)
� 520051 ......... 12” ......... $69.95
� 520052 ......... 16” ......... $99.95

Carving Bench
Really Cool! Folding carving bench
with clamp (accessories for relief
and statues can be added). Stands
18” off the ground and has a 30” x
7” seat. (Austria)
� 510310.......a. Bench...........$595.95
� 510317.......b. Plate................$87.95
� 510313.......c. SPlate..............$28.95
� 510316.......d. SPlate..............$32.95
� 510303.......e. Screw..............$46.95

Rounded V-Tools
For relief and letter carving, hand
one-of-a-kind. (Austria)
� 537908.......8mm............$48.95
� 537910.......10mm..........$48.95
� 537912.......12mm..........$51.95
� 537920.......20mm..........$67.95
� 537930.......30mm........$108.95
� 537940.......40mm........$139.95

Violin Scroll Set - 13pc
These 13 tools create the perfect
scroll work on handcrafted violins.
Same set used in the Mittenwald vi-
olin schools. 7” length. (Austria)
� 545013 ...13pc .. $729.95

SK Chisel
Oblique, 14mm (1/2”) for chip and
letter carving. (Austria)
� 530214 ................. $29.95
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Gunstock Set - 3pc
Tools: 14, 10, 6mm. (Austria)

� 5313-3 .....3pc .... $359.95

Sharpening Wheels
Felt wheels put that final edge on
your tools without burning. 3/4”
width, 5” diameter. Soft (black),
hard (white) the perfect sharpen-
ing combination. (Austria)
� 537011 ....black .... $19.95
� 537012 ...white .... $19.95

Sharpening Paste
We use this paste in our shop, not
too messy yet puts a final razor
edge on your tools. 1kg block
(2.2lbs) will last a long time. (Aus-
tria)
� 538001 ................ $25.95

Detail Palm Set-6pc
4.5” palm set with mushroom style
handle. Includes: 7-5, 3-5, 2-5, 1-3,
11-3, 28-3mm (carton). (Austria)
� 580006 ............. $149.95


